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Suppose T is a multivalued monotone operator (not necessarily continuous) with 
open domain D(T) in L e (2 ~< p < co), f~ R(I + T) and the equation fe  x + Tx has a 
solution qcD(T). Then there exists a neighbourhood BcD(T) of q and a real 
number t > 0 such that for any r >~ rl, for any initial guess xl ~ B, and any single- 
valued section To of T, the sequence {xn},~_l generated from x 1 by xn+~= 
(1--C,,)x,+C,(f--Tox,) remains in D(T) and converges trongly to q with 
Irx, - q]] =O(n-~/2). Furthermore, for X= Lp(E), /,t(E) < o~, # = Lebesgue measure 
and l <p < 2, suppose T is a singe-valued locally Lipschitzian monotone operator 
with open domain D(T) in X. Forf~ R(I+ T), a solution of the equation x+ Tx =f 
is obtained as the limit of an iteratively constructed sequence with an explicit error 
estimate. © 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let X be an arb i t rary  Banach  space. An operator  T with domain  D(T) 
and range R(T) in X is said to be monotone [7 ]  if 
I l x -y j l<~l Ix -y+t (Tx -Ty) l  J foreveryx,  y~D(T)andt>O.  (1) 
Operators  satisfying (1) are sometimes referred to as accretive (see, e.g., 
1-2]). The accretive operators  were in t roduced by T. Kato  [7 ]  and  F. E. 
Browder 1-2] in 1967. An early fundamenta l  result in the theory of accretive 
operators,  due to Browder [3] ,  states that the init ial  value prob lem 
du 
- -  + Tu  = O, u(O)  = uo (2) 
dt 
is solvable when T is locally L ipschitz ian and accretive on X. Ut i l iz ing the 
existence result for (2), Browder  [3 ]  showed that if T is locally Lipschit- 
z ian and  accretive then T is m-accretive, i.e., ( I+  T) X= X. This result was 
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subsequently generalized by R. H. Martin [8] to the continuous accretive 
operators. 
For the Banach space X we shall denote by J the duality mapping from 
X to 2 x' given by 
Jx= {f* eX*: II/*ll= = IIxll2 = (x , f* )} ,  
where X* denotes the dual space of X and ( . , - )  denotes the generalized 
duality pairing. If X* is strictly convex, then J is single-valued, and if X* is 
uniformly convex, then J is uniformly continuous on bounded sets; 
moreover, each of these properties of J characterizes the convexity on the 
norm of X* (see [12, 13]). The monotonicity defined in (1) can also be 
expressed in terms of the duality map J as follows (see [7]): For each x, 
y e D(T), there is some j E J (x -y )  such that 
Re(Tx-  Ty, j )  >~O, (3) 
and if X is a Hilbert space, (3) is equivalent to the monotonicity of T in the 
sense of Minty [9] and Browder [1] (see [7]). 
For J( = H, a Hilbert space, one of the earliest problems in the theory of 
monotone operators was to solve the equation fe  x + Tx for x, given an 
element f of H and a monotone operator T. Most of the early results 
assumed that the operator T was single-valued and Lipschitzian (Vainberg 
[14], Zarantonello [16], Minty [9], Browder [4]), but subsequent 
methods have weakened the Lipschitz assumptions on T (Petryshyn [10], 
Zarantonello [ 15 ] ). 
Recently Bruck [5] considered iterative techniques and, assuming that 
the equation fe  x + Tx has a solution q in H, obtained q as the limit of an 
iteratively constructed sequence. No continuity assumption was made. 
Our objective in this paper is to construct an iterative process which 
converges to a solution o f fex+ Tx (assuming that one exists), when T 
(not necessarily continuous) is a multivalued monotone mapping with 
open domain, D(T), in Lp spaces for 2 ~p < oe and fe  R(I+ T), range of 
I+  T. Thus, our results (Theorem 2 and the Corollary below) extend the 
results of Bruck [5] to Lp spaces where 2~p< oo. For X=Lp with 
1 <p < 2, we consider the equation x + Tx =fwhere fe  R(I+ T) and T is a 
single-valued locally Lipschitian monotone operator with open domain 
D(T), in Lp. If q is a solution of this equation, a sequence {P,,}n%l is con- 
structed which converges trongly to q with IIp,,-qll <~"/211po-qll for 
some • e (0, 1). 
Throughout his paper we shall assume that Lp(#), 1 <p < o% has at 
least two disjoint sets of positive finite measure. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
We shall make use of the following results. 
LEMMA [6]. Let X=Lp( I  <p< ~).  I f l  <p~<2 then 
(p-1)[ lx+yl lZ<~2(j(y) ,x)+j lY l l2+l lx l ]  2 foral lx,  y inX ,  (4a) 
and if 2 <~ p < ~ then 
[]x+yl l2<~(p-1)l lx l lZ+llyl lZ+2(j(y),x) foral lx,  y inX .  (4b) 
THEOREM 1 [6]. Let X=Lp ( l<p<~)  and let K be a nonempty 
closed convex subset of X. For arbitrary Po in X let x I in K be such that 
HPo-xlH =infy~KllPo-y]l and let q in K be arbitrary. Then, 
Hx l -q l l<- [ l+(Z-P )  1/2] IlPo-qlJ i f l<p~<2,  (5a) 
and 
I Ix~-q] l<- . [ l+(p-2)  1/23 Ilpo-qlJ / f2~<p<~.  (5b) 
THEOREM 2. Suppose T is a multivalued monotone operator with open 
domain D(T) in Lp(2<<.p<~) and f6R( I+ T). Suppose the equation 
f 6 X+ Tx has a solution q in D( T). Then there exists a neighbourhood 
B c D(T) of q and a real number j > 0 such that Jbr any r >1 q,  any initial 
guess x l~B and an), single-valued section To of T, the sequence {x.}~=j 
generated from xl by 
x~+, = (i - C,) x, + Cn(f  - Toy,,) (6) 
remains in D(T) and converges strongly to q with Ilx,,-q]l = 0(n-1/2) - 
Proof Choose tTE Tq such that f=q+{t .  Since T is monotone and 
hence is locally bounded at each interior point of its effective domain 
[3, 11 ] T is locally bounded at q, and so we can choose B = Bd(q), the 
closed ball of radius d>0,  BcD(T)  so that T(B) is bounded. Set 
r 1 = ( (p -  1 )l/2(diam. T(B))/d) 2. Then r 1 > 0 and 
(diam. T(B))<~(p--1) J/2drI/2 ifr>~rl. (7) 
Set Cn = (n + r ) -  1, d, = (n + r -  1)- 1/2. Observe that C] + (i - C,) 2 d~ = 
+ 1. Starting with any initial guess Xo ~ B and any single-valued section T o 
of T, define a sequence {xn}2=l inductively by (6). 
Claim. For all n~> 1, x,  is well defined and I lx,-qj l  <~d, dr 1/2. The 
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claim is proved by induction. For n = 1, x ,  is clearly well defined since 
xx E B by our choice. Suppose now the claim has been proved for a par- 
ticular choice of n. Then 
IIx. - qll ~< d.dr  1/2 ~< dl dr1/2 = d 
so that x .~BcD(T)=D(To) ;  
q + u =f ,  (6), (4b) and (3) imply 
IIx.+ 1 - qll 2 = It(1 - C~)(xn - q) + Cn(~ - l'oX~)H 2 
= (1 - Cn) 2 IJC.(1 - Cn)-1(~ - Zox.) + (x. -q)[ I  2 
~< (p -- 1 ) C~ z lift - rox~l l  2 + (1 - C.) 2 IlXn -- qll 2 
- 2c . (1  - c. )< ToX° - a , j (x .  - q) > 
<~ (p  - 1) C .  2 l i a  - Tox.II 2 + (1 - C.) 2 I Ix. - qtl =, 
thus x .+ l  is well defined by (6). Since 
(8) 
since Tox, e Tx,, ~ie Tq, C,(1 - Cn)>0 and T is monotone. Furthermore, 
l[T0x,-O[[ ~< diam. T(B) since Tox~ and u belong to T(B), so using (8)° (7) 
and the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
so that 
IIx=+ t - qll 2 ~< (p - 1) C~(diam. I ' (B ) )  2 Jl- (1 - -  Cn) 2 IIx. - qll 2 
<~ {C] + (1 - C,) 2 d2.} dZr = d2,+ ,d2r, 
I t x .+  1 - qll ~ d. + 1dr v2, 
completing the induction process. Since d, = O(n-1/2), the error estimate of 
the theorem is also established, completing the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. Theorem 2 generalizes the theorem of Bruck [5]  to Lp spaces 
for 2 ~<p < oo. Furthermore, the following result generalizes the corollary of 
[5]. 
COROLLARY. Suppose T is a single-valued continuous monotone operator 
with open domain D( T) in Lp(2 <~ p < ~ ) andre R(I  + T). Then there exists 
a neighbourhood BeD(T)  o fq  (where q is a solution of x+ Tx=f )  such 
X oo that for any initial guess x I ~ B the sequence { ,}n= 1 generated from xl by 
Xn+l=n(n+l ) - l x , - (n+] )  l (Tx~- f )  
remains in D(T) and converges to q with estimate I I x~-q l l  : O(n 1/2). 
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The proof is basically the same as the proof of the corollary of [5] and is 
therefore omitted. 
We next turn our attention to the operator equation x + Tx =f  where T 
is a single-valued locally Lipschitzian monotone operator with open 
domain D(T) in Lp(1 <p < 2) for fe  R( I+ T) and prove: 
THEOREM 3_ Let X=Lp(E),  #(E)<oe,  #=Lebesgue measure and 
l<p<2.  Suppose T is a single-valued locally Lipschitzian monotone 
operator with open domain D(T) in X and constant L and that f ~ R(I  + T). 
Let q be a solution of the equation x+ Tx =f  Define a mapping S by 
Sx = - Tx + f for x ~ D( T) and let )o= fi- l ( f l_  1) where fl = (p-- 1)-1[1 + 
(2 -p)1/2] 2. Then there exists a neighbourhood B c D(T) (= D(S)) of q such 
that for any initial guess Xo ~ B, the sequence {P,, },~= o in X defined by 
P~=(1-2)  x~+2Sx, ,  n>>.O, (9) 
x ~ in B is such that for each n>~l, I rPn_~-xn l l  = where {~ ,,},~= 1 
inf~Bl[P,, x-xll, converges trongly to q with 
lIP,, - qll ~ cx"/2 []po - ql[ 
where 
= B-111 + (B -  l) 2 L2], 
and 
L 2 < (fl - 1) 1 = (p _ 1)[-2(2 _p)i/2 + 2(2 -p ) ]  - -1  
Proof The existence of q follows from Browder [3]. Observe that if T 
has local Lipschitz constant L so does S. Also Sq= q, and L2< ( f l -1 )  - j  
imples e < 1. Since T is locally bounded at each interior point of its effec- 
tive domain we may choose B 1 = Baj(q), the closed ball of radius d~ > 0 
centered at q, in such a way that B 1 cD(T)=D(S)  and S(Bx) is bounded. 
Moreover, T (and hence S) is locally Lipschitzian and so there exists 
B2 = Ba2(q ), the closed ball of radius d2 > 0 centered at q, such that S is 
Lipschitzian on B 2. Let B = B1 c~ B 2. Starting with x0 e B we obtain Sxo in 
X and so compute Po = (1 -2 )x  o + 2Sx o in X. Then xt = R(Po) in B where 
R: Lp ~ B is the map which assigns to each point x of Lp the unique point 
of B which is nearest o x. We can now compute P~ by P~ = (1 - 2) xt + 
2Sx l. Continuing this process the sequence {Pn}n~__l in X is inductively 
defined by (9). Using (9), (4a), (3) and (Sx , -Sq ,  j (x , -q ) )= 
- (  Tx,,-- Tq, j (xn--q) ) ~O, 
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liP, -- qll 2 = 1[2(Sx~ - Sq) + (1 - 2)(x~ - q)ll 2 
= (1 -2 )  2 I IA (1 -2 ) -1 (Sx , , -Sq)+ (xn-  q)l[ z 
~<(p-1)  l{2=llax,,-aql12+(1-2) 211x,-ql l  2} 
+ (p -  1) -1 22(1 -2 ) (Sx , -  Sq, j(x,,-q)) 
~<(p-1)  l{22118xn-aq]12+(1-2) 211x,-ql l2}, 
which, since x~, q e B and S is Lipschitzian on B, simplifies to 
lip.-qll=<~ {1 - [2 (1 -2 )+2(1  - 2L2)] } (p - 1) -1 IIx,,- qll 2 
~< {1-  [-2(1 -2 )+2(1-2L2) ]}  
× (p -  1) -1 l-1 + (2 -p ) ' / : ]  2 q [P , _ , -  qll:, 
and using 2=/~ 1(/~-1) where f l=(p - l ) -~[ l+(2 -p)m]  2 this 
inequality reduces to 
HP,-qLlZ<.fl-l[l+(fi-1)2L2][IP,, 1-q l [2=~l lP , ,  1-ql[  2. (10) 
Upon iteration, (10) yields HPN-qH2<~o~NIIPo-qll 2, N=l ,  2,.... Hence 
{P,}~=I  converges strongly to q, completing the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. Theorem 3 is a local version of Theorem 3 of [-6] in which the 
operator T was assumed to be globally Lipschitzian. 
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